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Your investments drive excellence
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Everything you do here at Berkeley Haas—with your classmates, on campus, and in the larger community—supports your development as a leader. You build the foundational tools and form bonds that will serve and support you throughout life, becoming a leader who seeks out challenges, serves larger interests, and leads inclusively.

Here, you take risks, make mistakes, step up to lead, and grow from your experiences. You discover that each of us has something to learn from someone else and that each of us has something to teach. You are inspired to create, and to collaborate with others to make something great.

We think you’ll find that placing yourself in an environment this challenging, this inventive, and this supportive is likely to shift your thinking about more than a few things—including yourself. And who knows where that may lead.
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            Bay Area Location

						From UC Berkeley to nearby Silicon Valley, you’ll be at home with some of the world’s most influential and inventive thinkers. 

						More About Life in the Bay Area →
          

          

        
          
          
          	
              
          	

          
          
            Diversity and Inclusion

						At Berkeley Haas, we encourage you to seek ideas from all corners, to learn collaboratively, and to be empathetically curious.

						More About Diversity and Inclusion →
          

          

        
          
          
          	
              
          	

          
          
            Co-Curriculars 

						There is never a shortage of opportunities to test your learning, stretch your leadership skills, and strengthen your bonds with classmates.

						More About MBA Activities →
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              Ranking for student diversity (The Economist 2017  "Which MBA")
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              "Most Desirable Companies for MBAs" with headquarters or offices in the Bay Area (Universum Global, 2017)
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          Hady Barry

          MBA 17

          

          
          
            Senior Consultant

          	FSG

            
          

          
          
          
            "What transformed me most was the chance to stretch myself in leadership roles. There were many opportunities to identify something I thought would be helpful to the community and to partner with my classmates to make it happen. I gained from Haas the confidence and knowledge that there's nothing I can't do."
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